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Energy Laboratory 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 
(617) 253-3400 

Dr. Robert C. Seamans~ Jr. 
Administrator 
U.S. Energy Research and 

Development Arlministration 
Washington, D.C. 20545 

Dear Dr. Seamans: 

N R DC· CALIF. 

It is a pleasure to forward herewith for your review and comment our 
draft report on Radioactive Waste Management and Regulation. This report 
is submitted in ~ccordance with ERDA Institutionil Agreement No. E(49-l8)-
2295, Task Order No. 14. Comments are due on September 30, and our final 
report is due on October 15. 

The report dea 1 s primarily 'r"li th institution a 1 arrangements necessary 
for the safe management of post-fission radioactive waste which results 
from the U.S. commercial nuclear pov1er industry and the U.S. nuclear v;eapon 
production program. Based on our analysis of the existing situation and 
alternatives available, the principal conclusions of the report are: 

-- The existing organization for radioactive waste management will be 
unworkable if left unchanged. 

~~ The existing framework for radioactive waste regulation will be 
ineffective if left unchanged. 

The principal recommendations are: 

--A national Radioactive Waste Authority shoulc' be established, 
separate from ERDA, as a federally chartered public corporation to manage 
all high-level and transuranic contaminated wastes under U.S. Jurisdiction 
or control. 

-- With NRC as the primary agency, a comrrehensive regulatory frame
\lfork should be established to assure the safety of all radioactive waste 
management operations under U.S. jurisdiction or control. 
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-- ERDA should continue to have primary government responsibility 
for research and develupment of radioactive waste technology for purposes 
of both management and regulation. 

-- The U.S. government should propose that an international Radio
active Waste Commission be established under the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA). 

-- The pending NRC de~isional process concerning commercial repro
cessing and widescale use of mixed oxide fuel should be expanded to in
clude full analysis of radioactive waste implications along with economic~ 
health and safety and safeguards issues. 

I hope you find the draft report and its conclusions and recommenda
tions to be helpful in your consideration of ways to deal with an importart 
issue in the future development of nuclear power. 

I look forward to receiving comments from ERDA and other interested 
government agencies and would be pleased to meet with you and your staff 
for discussions. 

After September l, please use the following address: 

MW:ajs 
Enc. 

Mason Willrich 
Director, International Relations Division 
The Rockefeller Foundation 
1133 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, New York 10036 
(212) 869-8500 

Sincerely, 

Mason Hillrich 
Visiting Professor of Nuclear 

Engineering 
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Foreword 

This report on Radioactive Waste Management and Regulation 

by Mason Willrich contains the results of a research project con-

ducted under the auspices of the Energy Laboratory at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology (MIT Energy Lab) for the u.s. 

Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA). 

The project began June 1 and ended September 1, 1976. 

Mason Willrich, currently Director for International Rela_tions 

of The Rockefeller Foundation, served as principal investigator 

during this period when he was also Visiting Professor of Nuclear 

Engineering at MIT. Professor Willrich was assisted by an inter-

disciplinary group drawn from MIT and the University of Virginia, 

where he is Professor of Law (on leave) . The research group 

included Stephen C. Greenberg, Virginia law student, Richard 

K. Lester, MIT nuclear engineering graduate student, H. Clyde 

Mitchell, MIT undergraduate (now a Virginia law student), and 

Daniel A. Walker, Virginia law student. 

The views expressed in the report are Professor Willrich's 

and do not necessarily represent the views of any other person or 
. 

any public or private institution. Hqwever, the report has been 

reviewed by Norman C. Rasmussen, Chairman of MIT Nuclear 

Engineering Department and by David J. Rose, Professor of Nuclear 

Engineering at MIT, both of whom support its~conclusions and 

recommendations. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

The vast bulk of radioactive waste in the u.s. has been 

and will continue to be generated by two programs: the commercial 

use of nuclear materials to generate electricity; and the military 

use of similar materials for nuclear weapons and naval propulsion. 

Until no\v, most of the radioactive waste has r~sulted from mili-

tary activities. However, the commercial nuclear pmver industry 

has now become the major source of additional waste. Radioactive 

waste is thus an unavoidable consequsnce of our nuclear age. 

Due to"their intense and persistent toxicity, some types 

of waste must be effectively isolatsd from the biosphere for hun-

dreds of thousands of years. Safe management of this waste surely 

requires technological excellence, but the social and political 
I 

issues are at least as demanding. Radioactive waste pos7s an existing 

and permanent challenge to govern~ent. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to assist in developing pub-

lie policy and institutions which are necessary for the safe man-

agement of radioactive waste, currently and in the long term. 

Indeed, an underlying hope is that the report will accelerate such 

development by the u.s. government. 

Scope 

The report focuses on the management and regulation of 

post-fission radioactive waste generated in the u.s. This includes 
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monitoring of previously licensed operations, prescription of 

emergency actions, and enforcement of obligations in the event 

of violations of legal requirements. 

Post-fission HL and TRU wastes are not the only radioactive 

wastes which require safe management and regulation. Every step 

in the nuclear fuel cycle--mining and milling, enrichment, fuel 

fabrication, reactor operation, reprocessing, and plutonium and 

uranium recycling--creates radioactive discharges in various forms. 

Depending on its toxicity, a waste stream is either actively managed 

or else released to the environment. Moreover, various parts of 

nuclear fuel oycl8 facilities -vlill continue to be dangerously 

radioactive long after the facilities themselves are shut down, 

and these parts will require safe handling. This report focuses 

on HL and TRU waste streams because they raise the most pressing 

and difficult management and regulatory issues. 

Finally, although the report focuses on the u.s., important 

international dimensions are taken into account. Ineffective manage

ment of radioactive waste in one country may cause harmful effects 

in another. Moreover, low-level radioactive waste is being dumped 

in the ocean, and geologic disposal of HL v.,·aste benea~~:h th: ocean 

floor is being considered. Most of the oceans and the deep seabed 

are beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. 

Conclusions Summarized 

1. Safe management of post-fission radioactive waste is a 

present necessity and an irreversible long-term commitment. 

A rapidly growing number of spent fuel <_lssemblies are 

accumulating in temporary storage pools at commercial nuclear power . 
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so-called high-level {HL) and transuranic contaminated low-level 

(TRU) wastes. 

In the commercial nuclear power industry, the source of 

post-fission radioactive waste is the spent fuel discharged from 

reactors used to generate electricity. HL waste is generated 

during the reprocessing of spent fuel--a chemical operation in 

which depleted uranium and by-product plutonium are recovered. 

TRU waste results primarily from reprocessing and from the fab-

rication of fresh fuel containing recovered plutonium. 

Similarly, with regard to military uses of nuclear energy, 

post-fission ~adioactive waste originates in fuel removed from 

stationary reactors which produce plutonium for nuclear weapons 

or mobile reactors which provide propulsion for naval ships. Hilitary 

HL waste emerges at a reprocessing plant, while military TRU waste 

is generated during reprocessing, and also in the manufacture of 

nuclear weapons. 

Manag~ment of post-fission radioactive waste embraces a 

series of discrete but deeply interdependent operations. These 

operations include collection, temporary storage, treatment, pack-

aging, transport, and permanent disposition. R£gulat-ion of waste 
~ 

management operations to assure safety is also composed of a num-

ber of discrete, interrelated, activities. Regulatory activities 

include development of general criteria and specific standards, and 

application of established standards and criteria in licensing waste 

management operations. The licensing process itself includes review 

and approval: of sites, of the design and construction of facilities, 

and of the conduct of operations. Regulation also encompasses th3 
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category of commercial waste will be comparable to the plutonium 

quantities in HL v-raste if comrnsrcial reprocessing is authorized 

and partitioning of long-lived actinides is not required. Some 

dilution and dispersal of TRU wast~ is presently permissible, 

although the trend is toward requiring permanent methods of dis-

position for such wastes that are more or less equivalent to 

methods suitable for HL waste. 

The technological criteria for military HL and TRU waste 

management are uncle-ar. Some critics fear that temporary tank 

storage of solidified HL waste will become a perman?.nt disposition 

of existing volumes. 

In general, radioactive waste policy contains no criteria 

to apply in developing institutional arrangements for waste manage-

ment and regulation. Yet institutional effectiveness is an essen-

tial ingredient of safe management. 

3. The existing organization for radioactive waste management 

will be unworkabl~ if left unchanq~d. 

Management of comiT.ercial HL waste is divided between private 

industry and the federal government. The private sector is respon-

sible for temporary storage, treatment, packaging, and transport, 
1 

while the federal government (presumably the Energy Research and 

Development Administration (ERDA)) is responsible for permanent 
. ' 

disposition. Bifurcated responsibility for ~n essentially integrated 

series of waste management operations cr2ates incentives for each 

sector to pass through to the other as much as possible of th~ risks 

and costs. l~oreover, in such a framework, underlying trade-offs 

between short- and long-term considerations are difficult to make. 
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plants, pending a government decision on .,.,hether to authorize 

reprocessing. If commercial reprocessing is not authorized, the 

spent fuel must be safely managed indefinitely. A small volume 

of commercial HL waste is being stored temporarily in tanks ad-

jacent to a reprocessing plant that is now shut down for modifica-

tion and expansion. Commercial TRU waste has been disposed of 

previously in relatively small amounts at various shallow land 

burial and ocean dump sites. 

However, existing military wastes will constitute a much 

larger and more difficult management problem in the near future 

than the wastes being generated by the commercial nuclear power 

industry. A large and still growing amount of military HL waste 

is being temporarily stored in tanks. No specific plans or schedule 

has been made public for treatment and permanent disposition of this 

waste. Rough estimates of the cost of preparing the existing in-

ventory of military HL waste for safe permanent disposition run up 

to $20 billion. Very little is publicly known about management of 

military TRU waste, although a large amount is involved. 

2. The basic goals of U.S. radioactive waste policy are unclear. 

The basic tLchnological criteria for permanent_disposition 
~ 

of commercial HL waste are containment and isolation from the bios-

phere for as long as necessary to prevent it from being or bscoming 

a harmful source of radiation. There is quite widespread agresment 

on this goal, but controversy surrounds the question of how it will 

be achieved. 

The basic technological goal regarding TRU ¥Jaste is unclear 

and undecided, although the quantities of plutonium containsd in this 
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incentives for safe and efficient management of these wastes 

may be especially low. 

Another fundamental defici~ncy is the inadequacy of the 

structure for developing and implementing comprehensive and 

integrated waste managsmsnt strategies, from temporary storage to 

permanent disposition, for all categories of post-fission radio

active waste. 

4. The existing framework for radioactive waste r99ulation 

will be ineffective if left unchanged. 

NRC has primary, comprehensive authority to license com

mercial HL and TRU wasts operations from temporary storage through 

permanent disposition. However, NRC has delegated regulatory 

authority over TRU waste to certain states. State regulation has 

been ineffective in some instanc2s. The Department of Transporta-

tion (DOT) has concurrent regulatory authority with NRC over the 

transport of radioactive waste. 

NRC has authority to license the permanent disposition of 

military HL waste, but lacks authority to license the temporary 

storage and treatment of such waste. NRC has no licensing author

ity over military TRU waste. Ther£fore, no independent regulatory 

agency licenses existing military post-fission radioactive waste 

to assure the public health and safety. Nevertheless, military 

HL and TRU wastes constitute the vast bulk of those in existence, 

and incidents have occurred which raise doubts about the safety 

of ERDA's military waste management operations. 

Ocean disposal of HL waste is currently prohibited by 

u.s. legislation and international law, and ice sheet disposal in 
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Thus, the existing structure tends to prevent, rather than to facili-

tate, the efficient management of commercial HL waste. 

All management functions for commercial TRU waste have 

rested with the private sector until now. Proposed Nuclear Regula-

tory Commission (NRC) regulations, however, would shift the task 

of permanent disposition to ERDA. Collection, temporary storage, 

treatment, packaging, and transportation will continue to be managed 

by the private sector. 

ERDA is responsible for all stages in the management of 

most military HL and TRU wastes, but some military waste is ap-

parently managed in the short-term by the Department of Defense 

(DOD). Most operations are conducted for ERDA by private contractors. 

The federal government (presumably ERDA) is responsible for permanent 

disposition of military HL v;raste. 

In the case of both commercial and military HL waste, perma-

nent disposition is authorized only at a federal repository on federal 

land. State land use regulation of the location of permanent reposi-

tories for HL waste is thus ultimately preempted by federal law. 

Nevertheless, a state government may effectively oppose, through 

political means and legal procedural delays, attempts. by the fed~ra~ 
1 

government to establish a federal repository within its borders 

without its consent. 

One pervasive deficiency in the'existing waste management 

structure is that it does not tend to generate strong internal 

incentives for efficient management. Management incentives, to 

the extent that they exist, are supplied mainly by external forces 

such as government regulation and public criticism. Since existing 

military wastes are self-r::;;gulated by ERDA, as discussed below, 
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the Antarctic is prohibited by the Antarctic Treaty. The Environ

mentai Protection Agency (EPA) has concurrent jurisdiction with 

NRC over ocean dumping of TRU wast~, although all such u.s. ac~ivity 

has been suspended. 

The federal scheme of regulation basically preempts state 

safety regulation. State land use regulation may, however, op~rate 

to affect the location of all radioactive waste operations, ~xcspt 

permanent disposition of HL waste at a federal repository. Th~ 

location of such a repository is a federal matter which ultimately 

preempts state law. However, as noted above, political and pro

C3dural means ~re availabl~ for state opposition. 

Pervading the entire framework for radioactive waste regula-

tion are two further features: (1) EPA is r?sponsible for dsvsloping 

g~nerally applicable environmental standards for raaiation pro~~c

tion; and (2) the National Environmsntal Policy Act (NEPA) r~auiras 

a particular proc~dur~, including preparation of an environmental 

impact statement, for major fedsral actions regarding radioactiv~ 

waste management and regulation. 

A major area of regulatory uncertainty concerns whether 

NRC has authority to license ERDA demonstrations of m2thods for 

permanent disposition of HL wast~. Such demonstrations, though 

on a small scale, may be potentially hazardous in themselves. 

They may also create momentum for rapi~ expansiori into a full 

scale operation, thereby tending to bias a later safety r~view. 

R<:>comrr,andations Summarized 

1. u.s. radioactivs vrastc: pol~~cv ooals should hs clarifi~d. 

The technical concepts of containmsnt and isolation should 

b~ d~veloped more specifically and applisd to TRU waste es ~ell 
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as HL waste. These concepts should also be applied to every 

phase of post-fission radioactive waste management from temporary 

storage through permanent disposition. 

In addition, institutional criteria should be incorporatsd 

into radioactive waste policy. Important criteria would be: 

--strong incentives; 

--clear differentiation of management, regulation, and 

research and development functions; 

--amplP jurisdiction for each functional component to per

form all interdependent operations within an area of responsi

bility; and 

--adaptability to a changing social environment. 

2. A national Radioactive Waste Authority should be 

established as a fed~rally chartered public corporation. Th~ 

Authority would manaqe all HL and TRU wastes under u.s. juris

diction or control. 

The Authority would be independent of ERDA. It \·lOuld be 

governed by a board of directors composed of members drawn from 

government, nuclear industry, the academic research community, 

and the general public. 

The Authority would ovm all HL 'and TRU waste facilities, 

including facilities for temporary storage, treatment and perma

nent disposition of -v1aste, and any specially constructed waste 

transport containers. It \·muld take over existing commercial 

and military waste facilities. 

The Authority would be self-financing. It would issue 

bonds and recover the full costs of providing waste management 

services from its customers. It would be authoriz~d to conduct 
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waste management operations itself or to contract with private 

industry for the conduct of such operations. 

The Radioactive Waste Authority would thus be intended 

to provide compreh~nsive, integrated, efficient management of 

both commercial and military HL and TRU wastes. 

3. With NRC as the primary agencv, a compreh'?.nsive reau-

latory framework should be established to assure the safety of 

all radioactive waste management oparations under u.s. jurisdic-

tion or control. 

All HL and TRU waste operations, tvhether involving com-

mercial or mil_i tary waste would be subject to NRC licensing. 

Licensing would be required of existing (unlicensed) military 

wastes, as well as future commercial and military wastes. Various 

categories of waste from diverse sources may be regulated dif-

ferently in appropriate circumstances, but all regulation would 

occur within a unified framework, headed by NRC. Other interested 

federal and state agencies would play advisory roles. 

4. ERDA should continue to have primary government respons-

ibility for research and development of radioactive waste technology. 

That respon3ibility would, however, be separated from 

management 1 on the one hand, and regulation, on the other. ERDA-

supported radioactive waste research and developm~nt would be 

planned to be responsive to the needs of both the NRC and the 

proposed national Radioactive Waste Authority. 

5. The U.S. governmsnt should propose that an inter-

national Radioactive v7aste Commission be established undsr the 

Int~rnRtional Atomic Energy Aa~ncy (IA~A) . 
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The IAEA Commission would license any disposition of HL 

or TRU waste which would result in dispersal or emplac~ment beyond 

the limits of national jurisdiction. Th~ Commission would review 

and comment on proposals for psrmanent gsologic disposition of 

HL or TRU waste within nat.ional jurisdiction. 

6. The pending NRC d<:cisional proc2.ss conc<:>rning comm:::.rcial 

reprocessing and wid~scal~ uss of mixed oxide fusl should be ex

pand~d to includ~ th~ issu~s of radioactive wasts partitioning, 

HL and TRU wast~ manag?msnt, and spsnt fuel manag~ment in the 

event of no rsproc2ssing. 

In the_NRC's regulatory decision conc""rning com.11:=rcial 

reprocessing, analysis of the radioactive waste management impli

cations should receive in-depth analysis, along with economic, 

environmental, and safeguards issuas. NEPA appsars to rsauir~ 

such an expansion of the issu~s to be fully considsred. It 

should be possible to includs full consideration of waste mana~~

ment implications of commercial rsprocessing and recycling without 

additional delay in the NRC dscision in view of ERDA's forthcoming 

environmental impact statemsnt on thP. subj2ct. 


